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ABSTRACT

Results are presented for an experimental investigation of the relationship between injector design and the erosion of ablative and pyrolytic graphite thrust-chamber throats. Techniques used to determine spray properties and local heat flux are described. It is concluded that injector spray properties, including local mass and mixture-ratio distributions, significantly influence throat erosion, and that proper control of these spray properties can reduce such erosion without recourse to separate film-cooling orifices. Four injectors, each incorporating 10 unlike-impinging-doublet elements, were tested with N₂O₄-N₂H₃ propellants at the 100-lb thrust level. Three different arrangements of the elements were used, one of which demonstrated substantially lower erosion of both ablative and pyrolytic graphite materials. Erosion of pyrolytic graphite, which occurred primarily in regions of high local mixture ratio, can be controlled by proper use of the variation in local mixture ratio observed within the injector spray. Erosion of Refrasil-phenolic occurred primarily in regions of high local heat transfer, but was also affected by the local mixture ratio. Although changing the spray configuration in the boundary flow reduced erosion of the ablative material, the relationship between spray properties and heat transfer or ablation has not been clearly defined.

I. INTRODUCTION

The role of the injector in controlling wall erosion in ablative and radiation-cooled liquid-rocket thrust chambers is, to say the least, imperfectly understood. It is generally accepted, however, that the interaction between the injector-related flow pattern and the wall material can be of the same order of significance in determining erosion characteristics as the propellant combination used or the physical and chemical properties of the wall material. This interaction is evidenced by the asymmetric throat erosion or injector streaking frequently observed in ablative thrust chambers. In order to gain some understanding of this injector–wall erosion relationship, four multi-element impinging-stream injectors, incorporating similar elements in three different arrangements, were tested with ablative and pyrolytic graphite thrust chambers. The manner in which the throats of these thrust chambers eroded can be related to some easily measured properties of the injection–combustion process,
particularly local heat flux to the thrust-chamber wall and local mixture ratio in the injector spray.

These injectors, tested over a 4-yr period, were developed as part of two separate projects: a thrust-chamber-materials evaluation program, and the Advanced Liquid Propulsion System (ALPS) project. The results of the injector studies are reported here without regard for the original objectives of the tests, which varied from evaluation of thrust-chamber materials to research into erosion mechanisms.

The most notable feature of the four injector designs was the use of long propellant orifices, having a length-to-diameter ratio \( L/D \) of 100 or more. These long tubes were designed to provide reproducible fuel and oxidizer jets and, hence, reproducible spray properties within the combustion chamber. Reproducibility is, of course, a prime requisite for any experiment, and it has been demonstrated (Ref. 1) that injector hydraulic characteristics must be carefully controlled in order to insure repeatable spray properties. The long tubes do not intrinsically provide any magic qualities (for example, merely using long-tube orifices does not guarantee a high-performance injector), but they do generate a type of jet that has been investigated in some detail (Ref. 2). This jet is characterized by a fully developed turbulent velocity profile and is relatively insensitive to disturbances in the upstream feed system, a desirable property for a rocket-engine injector.

All the injectors were designed for a nominal thrust level of 100 lb and for \( \text{N}_2\text{O}_4-\text{N}_2\text{H}_4 \) propellants. The nominal chamber pressure was 150 psia. Each injector incorporated 10 identical Unlike-impinging-doublet elements, so arranged that the injected mass was spread across the injector face in a relatively uniform manner. This was achieved by allotting to each element approximately one-tenth of the area of the injector face, and by arranging the spray fans in such a way that they overlapped as little as possible. The techniques used to achieve a uniform distribution of propellant are discussed in more detail in Ref. 3.

The first two injectors built, designated as Mod I and Mod II and featuring identical arrangements of the 10 doublet elements, produced rapid erosion of ablative thrust chambers. The Mod II injector was also tested with a pyrolytic graphite thrust chamber and produced rapid erosion of this material as well. The third injector (Mod III), designed for a slightly different arrangement of the 10 elements, was tested only with an ablative thrust chamber and produced erosion comparable to that produced by the Mod I and Mod II versions. The last injector (Mod IV) incorporated a third element arrangement and resulted in a marked reduction in the erosion of both ablative and pyrolytic graphite materials. It is believed that this reduction in erosion rate was effected primarily by changing the orientation of the elements located near the thrust-chamber inner wall, thus changing the character of the flow of injected mass near the wall.

II. INJECTOR DESIGN

In the unlike-impinging-doublet injector elements discussed here, impingement of two liquid jets characteristically produces a spray fan similar to those depicted in Fig. 1. However, wide variations in the mass distribution within this type of spray (and, probably, in other spray properties as well) can result if the characteristics of the jets are not carefully controlled. For this reason, in the four injectors tested, the jets were formed by long tubes which had sharp, burr-free exits and were carefully aligned to ensure accurate impingement. At relatively high Reynolds numbers, this orifice configuration produces a stable and reproducible jet having a fully developed turbulent velocity profile. Properties of the spray produced when two such jets impinge are also reproducible.

As indicated in Fig. 1, the cross section of the spray fan is roughly elliptical when the impinging jets have the same momentum. Sampling of the spray produced by impingement of both miscible and immiscible liquids indicates that a phenomenon termed penetration occurs (Refs. 1 and 4), and the mixture-ratio distribution is as
shown in Fig. 1. Thus, the side of the spray opposite the fuel orifice has a mixture ratio slightly lower than nominal, or fuel-rich, while the side opposite the oxidizer orifice shows a mixture ratio slightly higher than nominal, or oxidizer-rich.

For the elements used in the injectors under discussion, the spray fan is bent slightly if the jet momenta are not equal, the concave side of the spray being toward the jet having the lower momentum. As shown in Fig. 1, penetration is also observed in this unequal-momentum element. However, the mixture-ratio distribution is more complex than in the case of jets having the same momentum, and penetration is less pronounced in areas remote from the region near the plane containing the jets.

As a result of the divergence of the individual sprays, an interaction takes place between adjacent elements of an array; also, substantial portions of the spray from the elements adjacent to the combustion-chamber wall, and less significant portions from the inner elements, impinge upon the wall. Regardless of the degree of completion of the combustion process, the fluid that strikes the wall must influence local heat transfer and chemical erosion at that point. As it flows toward the throat, this fluid must also contribute to the heat-transfer and erosion processes at points downstream along the wall. The environment at any point on the wall is thus determined, not only by free-stream conditions, but also by the fluid that strikes the wall and by the fluid coming from upstream that has already impinged on the wall. Because of the complex configurations of the spray fans and of their intersections with the thrust-chamber wall, the composition and local mass flow rate at any point on the wall are difficult to determine.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the doublet elements used in each of the four long-tube injectors. As mentioned, each injector incorporated 10 identical elements. The variations in element design noted in the table were partly evolutionary and partly the result of the slight difference in the mixture ratios used in the materials evaluation and in the ALPS program testing. As shown in Table 1, the orifice diameter remained constant at 0.020 in., but the length of the tubes varied from 175 L/D (3.5 in.) to 100 L/D (2.0 in.). A length of 100
Table 1. Element characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Injector</th>
<th>Mod I</th>
<th>Mod II</th>
<th>Mod III</th>
<th>Mod IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orifice diameter,(^1) in.</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orifice length,(^1) L/D</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impingement angle,(^\circ) deg</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resultant momentum angle,(^\circ) deg</td>
<td>4.3(^\circ)</td>
<td>4.3(^\circ)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-stream jet length before impingement, L/D</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impingement-point distance from injector face, in.</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixture ratio</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet velocity, ft/sec</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxidizer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Fuel and oxidizer orifices were identical.

\(^\circ\)Centerline or angle bisector of element was parallel to chamber axis.

\(^\circ\)Angle between the resultant momentum line and the angle bisector of the element. The fuel jet has the higher momentum.

Fuel and oxidizer orifices were identical to provide a fully developed turbulent jet, but longer orifices were incorporated in the first two injectors, in order to simplify the propellant manifolds. However, the pressure drop associated with these long orifices proved to be undesirably high, and shorter orifices were used in the later designs. The impingement angle (i.e., the included angle between the jets) was changed from 45 to 60\(^\circ\) for the Mod IV injector, in order to increase the dispersion of the spray and reduce the local mass flow rate in the center of the spray fan (Ref. 1). There were also some small differences between injectors in impingement-point location and in free-stream jet length before impingement, none of which were considered to have a significant effect on spray properties.

Small but noticeable differences in spray properties resulted from a change in mixture ratio. The first two injectors were tested at a mixture ratio of 1.0; the Mod III and Mod IV injectors were operated at a mixture ratio of 1.2, which is approximately the mixture ratio for peak performance. With \(N_2O_3-N_2H_4\) propellants and equal-area injector orifices, a mixture ratio of 1.2 produces a symmetrical spray fan and a resultant momentum vector aligned with the angle bisector or centerline of the element. In the injectors under discussion, this centerline was parallel to the axis of the thrust chamber. Thus, the injectors tested at mixture ratio of 1.0 produced a spray that was not axially directed, since the lower mixture ratio resulted in a proportionately higher fuel flow rate and, hence, a proportionately higher momentum in the fuel jet.
mixture ratio. This momentum imbalance produced a resultant spray-momentum vector having an angle of 4.3 deg from the thrust-chamber centerline and also a spray fan that was slightly bent (Fig. 1).

Figure 2 illustrates the various geometrical arrangements of the 10 elements used in this series of injectors. In the Mod I and Mod II injectors, the arrangement was determined by two considerations: (1) it was desired to produce a variety of flow conditions around the circumference of the thrust chamber, and (2) it was intended that the arrangement be relatively simple to manifold. The orientation chosen, as shown in Fig. 2a, resulted in two rows of parallel elements. Except for the small differences in orifice length and free-jet length noted above, these two injectors were the same, thus providing some indication of the effect of fabrication tolerances on performance and erosion. Figure 3 shows a cross section of the Mod I injector, which is representative of the construction of the four injectors of this series.

The element arrangement used in the Mod III injector was based on results of tests of the Mod I and Mod II injectors. During those tests, the severe local erosion observed in the throats of ablative and pyrolytic graphite thrust chambers appeared to result from the boundary flow produced by the upper row of elements. The lower row of elements seemed to cause minimal erosion of both materials. The Mod III design, therefore, incorporated two rows of elements, both of which duplicated the relationship between the lower row and the chamber wall used in the Mod I and Mod II designs. As shown in Fig. 2b, the element arrangement for the Mod III unit appears similar to the other designs, but the upper row is manifolded so that the orientation of the fuel and oxidizer orifices is the reverse of that used in Mod I and Mod II.

The Mod IV injector incorporated a completely different and somewhat more conventional element arrangement. As illustrated in Fig. 2c, six of the elements were arranged in a circle around the circumference of the injector face. The remaining four elements were arbitrarily placed in the center of this circle. The wall of the thrust chamber was thus presented with a relatively uniform flow produced by the six boundary elements. For the tests reported here, this injector was manifolded so that the portion of the spray fan closest to the combustion-chamber wall constituted the lowest-mixure-ratio or fuel-rich zone (assuming penetration as in the nonreactive-fluid case).

The four injectors produced similar combustion efficiencies, as summarized in Table 2. The characteristic exhaust velocity for all injectors was 5540 fps ±1.5%, which represents an average of 95.3% of the theoretical equilibrium performance for the two mixture ratios.

![Fig. 3. Typical long-tube injector](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Injector performancea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixture ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical equilibrium characteristic exhaust velocity, ft/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental characteristic exhaust velocity, ft/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of theoretical value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aChamber pressure = 150 psi; propellants: N₂O₄-H₂O₂.

aFrom Ref. 5.

aUncorrected for heat-transfer losses. Chamber pressure measured at injector face, not corrected to nozzle inlet conditions.
These injectors also produced relatively smooth combustion, as judged subjectively and from oscillograph traces of the output of chamber-pressure transducers. The combustion-pressure oscillations were measured during some tests with the Mod II injector by using a flush-mounted high-response pressure transducer. The maximum excursions observed were \( \pm 4 \) psi about the mean chamber pressure (i.e., \( \pm 3\% \)), with a noise-like frequency distribution.

Adequate control of the hydraulic characteristics of the injection process is essential in the logical development of high performance rocket engines, as well as in research studies of injectors of the type discussed here. However, the method used to achieve control of jet hydraulic properties in these long-tube injectors is somewhat cumbersome for flight applications, and the use of another technique may be desirable. For example, as discussed in Ref. 2, the use of artificially roughened inlets for short orifices may afford a means of producing fully developed turbulent jets. Although not as effective as the long tubes, the shorter orifices are more adaptable to the flight-hardware requirements of compactness, light weight, and low pressure drop. It should be noted that the long orifices used in these research injectors produced very high pressure drops, ranging from 400 psi for the 100-L/D fuel orifices of the Mod IV injector to 800 psi for the 175-L/D fuel orifices of the Mod I.

### III. THRUST CHAMBERS

The ablative thrust chambers tested with these injectors were fabricated of Refrasil-phenolic material containing approximately 30% resin by weight. As shown in Fig. 4, the thrust chambers were made in two sections, a combustion chamber and a nozzle, joined by a multilayer overwrap. A mounting flange was bonded to this overwrap. The nozzle section was a high-pressure laminate in which Refrasil cloth was used in edgegrain fashion, oriented 90 deg to the nozzle axis. Combustion-chamber sections employing this 90-deg orientation, and also a 45-deg-trailing-angle construction, were tested interchangeably. No significant erosion of the combustion chamber was observed in any tests of these thrust chambers. The characteristic chamber length \( L^* \) of the unit was 30 in.; however, a water-cooled adapter was used in tests with the Mod I and Mod II injectors, thus increasing chamber length to provide an \( L^* \) of 42 in.

The freestanding pyrolytic graphite thrust chambers, also shown in Fig. 4, were approximately the same in internal dimensions as the ablative thrust chambers, with some blending of contours to ease fabrication problems. The thickness of the pyrolytic graphite was approximately 0.050 in., and the thrust chamber weighed only 0.2 lb without the clamping flange and adapter. The \( L^* \) of the unit was 42 in. Several boron–pyrolytic graphite alloy thrust chambers fabricated to these same dimensions were also tested. The boron content was less than 1% by weight.
IV. HEAT-TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS

The circumferential distribution of heat flux to the combustion-chamber wall was determined during short-duration uncooled-engine tests by using the transient-thermocouple-plug technique discussed in Ref. 6. In this technique, a thermocouple was embedded in the wall of a steel combustion chamber, with the thermocouple junction at a known distance from the hot-gas surface. An additional thermocouple was located on the outside surface of the wall. The time-temperature history of these two thermocouples, plus knowledge of the thermal properties of the mild-steel wall material, allowed calculation of the temperature distribution in the wall between the two thermocouples. This distribution was then extrapolated to the hot-gas surface, and the slope at the wall was used in the Fourier equation to obtain the heat flux. Since temperature gradients in the axial and circumferential directions were small, relative to the temperature gradient through the wall, heat conduction along paths other than the radial path could be neglected without introducing appreciable error.
Although it would have been desirable to measure heat flux to the wall at the nozzle throat, the small nozzle size (0.75-in.-diameter throat) posed problems, both in fabricating a very small thermocouple plug and in calculating heat flux under conditions where heat conduction would surely not be one-dimensional. Because of these limitations, it was necessary to assume that the relative magnitudes of the circumferential distributions determined in the combustion chamber could be extrapolated to the throat. The circumferential distributions of chamber heat flux, presented in Section VI of this report, are for an axial location 1.0-in. upstream of the nozzle inlet at a time when the chamber-wall temperature was about 500°F. The circumferential heat flux distributions obtained 0.67-in. downstream and 0.67-in. upstream of this location are virtually identical to the distributions reported. This would indicate that, in this case at least, the flow conditions controlling the rate of heat-transfer to the wall are well established at the nozzle inlet, and that the relative magnitude of the heat flux distribution can be extrapolated from this region to the throat with reasonable confidence.

During the tests in which local heat-transfer rates were measured, the engine operating conditions (chamber pressure, mixture ratio, and thrust-chamber geometry) were maintained as close as possible to the conditions in tests of the ablative and pyrolytic graphite chambers.

V. NONREACTIVE-SPRAY TECHNIQUES

The propellant mass and mixture-ratio distributions were determined for two of the long-tube injectors by sampling the spray formed with nonreactive immiscible liquids that simulated the density of the actual propellants. The N₂H₄ fuel was simulated by water, and the N₂O₅ oxidizer by two different fluids: a mixture of carbon tetrachloride and kerosene for the Mod II injector, and straight trichloroethylene for the Mod IV. (The Mod I and Mod III injectors were damaged during handling before nonreactive-spray data could be obtained.) These fluids were injected at the same flow rates as those used for the engine firings. A row of sharp-edged ½-in.-diameter tubes was used as a spray-sampling device, each tube sampling a portion of the injector spray for a known time period determined by a shutter arrangement. The Mod II injector was sampled at a distance of 2.13 in. from the injector face, the Mod IV at 4.63 in. The fluid sampled was passed to a collection tube where the immiscible test fluids separated. The volume of each liquid was recorded, and the local mass flow rate and mixture ratio were calculated. By either rotating or traversing the injector relative to the sampling-tube array between flow tests, the mass and mixture-ratio distributions for the entire injector were obtained. Additional descriptions of the spray-sampling techniques may be found in Refs. 1 and 7.

Some data have indicated that the spray properties of an N₂O₅−N₂H₄ impinging-doublet injector element can be modified considerably by the combustion process from the same properties determined with nonreacting fluids. It has been postulated that these effects are due to the extremely rapid liquid-phase reaction of the propellants (Ref. 8), which cause the jets to blow apart before the mixing process has had an opportunity to proceed very far. However, recent information indicates that the size of the jets and, perhaps, the jet velocity must be taken into consideration. Data presented in Refs. 9, 10, and 11 indicate that the magnitude of the effect of liquid-phase reactions on mixing at the impingement point decreased as jet diameter was reduced. In tests with an element composed of 0.020 in. diameter jets, and otherwise similar to the elements used in the injectors described here, mixing was apparently little affected by liquid phase reactions and results indicate penetration of the jets (Ref. 11).

These recent studies indicate that nonreactive-spray data do actually provide an adequate basis for predicting the mass and mixture-ratio distributions produced by these very small jets even in a combustion environment.
VI. TEST RESULTS

A. Mod I Injector

The Mod I injector was the first of this series to be tested with an ablative thrust chamber. As shown in Fig. 5 and Table 3, the result was rapid, asymmetric erosion in the nozzle throat, with an area increase of 30% in a 29-sec test at constant propellant flow rate. This area increase corresponds to an average erosion rate of 2 mils/sec (i.e., assuming that the area change was uniformly distributed around the circumference of the throat and that erosion proceeded at the same rate throughout the test, the erosion rate would have been 0.002 in./sec). However, the local erosion rate varied from a maximum of 5 mils/sec to no erosion in the region of the throat between 180 and 270 deg.

Comparison of the throat-erosion pattern with the circumferential distribution of heat flux measured in the combustion chamber (Fig. 5) indicated that erosion occurred primarily in regions of high local heat flux. This would suggest that the erosion was mostly thermal ablation. However, the nonreactive spray properties of this injector were not measured, and the contribution of chemical reactions between the wall and the boundary flow to the erosion observed cannot be determined.

The Mod I injector was not tested with a pyrolytic graphite thrust chamber.

B. Mod II Injector

This injector was a near duplicate of the Mod I injector and also produced rapid, asymmetric erosion in the throat of an ablative thrust chamber. As shown in Fig. 6 and Table 3, a throat area increase of 28% resulted from a test of 30-sec duration, corresponding to an average erosion rate of 1.8 mils/sec. Again, the maximum time-averaged local erosion rate was 5 mils/sec, while the region of the throat between 180 and 270 deg showed almost no erosion. Comparison of the throat-erosion pattern and the circumferential distribution of local heat flux in the combustion chamber indicated that ablation occurred primarily in regions of high local heat flux.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thrust-chamber type</th>
<th>Injector</th>
<th>Mixture ratio</th>
<th>Test duration, sec</th>
<th>Initial chamber pressure, psia</th>
<th>Throat-area change, %</th>
<th>Average throat-erosion rate, mils/sec</th>
<th>Maximum local throat-erosion rate, mils/sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>Mod I</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>Mod II</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>Mod III</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>Mod IV</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrolytic graphite</td>
<td>Mod II</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrolytic graphite</td>
<td>Mod II</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrolytic graphite</td>
<td>Mod III</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrolytic graphite</td>
<td>Mod IV</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrolytic graphite</td>
<td>Mod IV</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>Chamber failed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boron-pyrolytic graphite</td>
<td>Mod IV</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>Chamber failed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alloy</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Propellants: N₂O₃-N₂H₄.

Comparison of the outline of the ablative throat tested with this injector and the local nonreactive mixture ratio near the wall (Fig. 6) did not reveal a good correlation between erosion of the Refrasil-phenolic ablative material and the composition of the boundary flow. Erosion occurred in regions of both high and low local mixture ratio near the wall. Thus, although chemical erosion in areas of oxidizing combustion products cannot be ruled out, other erosive mechanisms must also be present. The relationship observed between local erosion and local heat flux with both the Mod I and Mod II injectors suggested that thermal ablation may have been the primary eroding mechanism and that chemical erosion was of secondary importance. Although the ablative char can react with oxidizing combustion products, the presence of a semicontinuous layer of molten silica on the hot surface may reasonably be expected to reduce the rate of such reactions.

When tested with a pyrolytic graphite thrust chamber, the Mod II injector again produced nonuniform local erosion in the nozzle throat (Fig. 6). When the location of this erosion (roughly between 350 and 110 deg) is compared with the nonreactive-spray mixture ratio distribution (Fig. 6), it is evident that the erosion occurred primarily in the region of high mixture ratio in the boundary flow. Thus, the erosion observed was probably the result of a reaction between the pyrolytic wall and the combustion products that reached the wall in the high mixture ratio zone. For example, equilibrium calculations for this propellant system predict 8 mol % of oxygen at a mixture ratio of 2.0, but practically no free oxygen at the nominal mixture ratio of 1.0. There is, therefore,
Fig. 6. Mod II injector
the possibility of a reaction between the oxygen in the combustion products and the graphite wall in the oxidizer-rich zone. As in the test of the ablative thrust chamber, little throat erosion was observed in the area between 180 and 270 deg.

The erosion of the pyrolytic graphite thrust chamber, shown in Fig. 6, occurred during a 30-sec test and resulted in a maximum time-averaged erosion rate of approximately 0.5 mil/sec (Table 3). Following this test, the same thrust chamber was rotated to present the un-eroded portion of the nozzle throat to the region in the injector flow pattern where erosion had occurred, and the thrust chamber again was tested for 30 sec. Following the test, erosion was observed in the same area (i.e., approximately between 350 and 110 deg) and in the same magnitude (i.e., a total of 0.015 in. at the worst location or 0.5 mil/sec) as in the first test, demonstrating the reproducibility of the injector-related erosion.

The results of one additional test of a pyrolytic graphite thrust chamber using the Mod II injector with propellants injected at a mixture ratio of 1.2 (rather than 1.0 as in the tests discussed thus far) are also included in Table 3. As noted in Section II of this report, such a change in mixture ratio results in small changes in local spray properties. However, during this test, erosion occurred in the same region and to about the same degree as in tests at the lower mixture ratio, indicating that the small change in local spray properties did not significantly affect local erosion.

C. Mod III Injector

For the Mod III version, the basic design of the Mod I and II injectors was modified by changing the manifolding of the upper row of elements to provide the same boundary flow conditions for both upper and lower rows. However, when tested with an ablative thrust chamber, the result again was rapid erosion of portions of the nozzle throat. As shown in Fig. 7 and Table 3, the maximum time-averaged local erosion rate was 5.6 mils/sec, with a throat-area increase of 33% during a 30-sec test. The average erosion rate was 2 mils/sec, thus showing no improvement over the erosion produced by the Mod I and Mod II injectors. However, the distribution of erosion was different than that observed in the previous tests, and exhibited a symmetry corresponding to that of the element arrangement (i.e., erosion occurred at the same location relative to the spray in both the upper and lower halves of the throat).

To some extent, the erosion in both the upper and lower halves of this throat does resemble the erosion observed in the lower halves of ablative throats tested with both the Mod I and Mod II injectors. However, some differences in the erosion patterns are apparent, and, despite the attempt to reproduce the spray properties produced by the lower row of elements of the earlier injectors, some differences in spray properties probably existed. Unfortunately, this injector was damaged before nonreactive-spray properties could be obtained, and the extent of these differences could not be determined. As a result of this damage, heat-flux measurements could not be made nor could the injector be tested with a pyrolytic graphite thrust chamber.

D. Mod IV Injector

The final injector in this series (Mod IV) was designed specifically to minimize erosion in pyrolytic graphite and similar materials. For this reason, an entirely different element orientation was used in an attempt to produce
a uniform, low mixture ratio boundary flow around the thrust chamber circumference. As discussed previously, this fuel-rich boundary was predicated on the existence of penetration in the spray fans produced by the impingement of the fuel and oxidizer jets.

Two 30-sec tests were made with this injector and a single pyrolytic graphite thrust chamber. The same chamber orientation was used for both tests. Figure 8 shows the throat outline after the two tests, and Table 3 presents erosion-rate data. The time-averaged maximum local throat erosion was 0.05 mil/sec, with a total area increase of 1.4\% during the 60 sec of testing. This represents an order-of-magnitude reduction in total erosion over that produced in a pyrolytic graphite chamber by the Mod II injector. In addition, the erosion produced by the Mod IV injector was distributed more uniformly around the circumference of the throat. The nonreactive-fluid mixture ratio distribution (Fig. 8) indicates that this injector element arrangement actually did produce the desired low mixture ratio zone at the boundary. The significantly lower erosion rate observed in this pyrolytic graphite chamber, as compared with the erosion produced by the Mod II injector when tested with a similar chamber, demonstrates that proper control of the composition of the boundary flow can minimize chemical erosion of materials such as pyrolytic graphite.

Results of these tests with a pyrolytic graphite thrust chamber provide further evidence that penetration existed with these small jets in the \( \text{N}_2\text{O}_4-\text{N}_2\text{H}_4 \) propellant system, as was assumed in Section V. For example, if the two propellant streams forming each doublet had blown apart, as suggested in Ref. 8, the boundary would have been presented with a highly oxidizing flow, and rapid throat erosion should have ensued.

In addition to tests of the Mod IV injector with free-standing pyrolytic graphite thrust chambers, several long-duration tests were conducted with thrust chambers that were of similar design but were fabricated of boron-pyrolytic graphite alloy. Results of these tests are included in Table 3. Two tests of over 300-sec duration ended with failure of the thrust chamber. Since all tests were conducted with constant propellant flow rate, total erosion could be estimated from the decline in chamber pressure during the tests. The estimated erosion was in agreement with erosion measured in a third thrust chamber that was undamaged after a shorter-duration test (150 sec). In all cases, the erosion rate was approximately one-half that exhibited by unalloyed pyrolytic graphite when tested with the same injector.

The boron-pyrolytic graphite alloy thrust chamber, which was tested for 150 sec, was fired in a partial vacuum and was mounted inside a simulated micrometeoroid and thermal shield. These conditions reduced both convective and radiative cooling of the outside wall of the thrust chamber and provided a more severe test of the chamber (from the standpoint of the thermal environment) than was the case with the other firings listed in Table 3—all of which were conducted in the atmosphere without shields. On the basis of these tests, the erosion resistance of boron-pyrolytic graphite alloy appears to be exceptionally good.

When tested with an ablative thrust chamber, the Mod IV injector produced significantly lower erosion than did the other three injectors. The average throat-erosion rate for a 30-sec test was only 0.3 mil/sec, giving a throat-area increase of 4.2\%. The maximum local erosion rate was 1.6 mils/sec. The outline of the throat after testing, as shown in Fig. 8, exhibited several zones of local erosion, but was more uniform than had been observed in ablative chamber tests with the Mod I, II, and III injectors. The circumferential distribution of heat flux in the combustion chamber is also shown in Fig. 8. Although this distribution was more uniform than those measured with the Mod I and II injectors, and although there were a limited number of data points, several small peaks can be noted at locations corresponding to zones of local erosion in the ablative throat. Significantly, however, the magnitude of the peak heat flux is the same as the maximum heat flux observed with the Mod I and II injectors (i.e., between 1.2 and 1.3 Btu/in.$^2$-sec). Thus, a reduction in ablation was accomplished without a corresponding reduction in local heat transfer. This suggests that chemical reactions between the ablative wall and the boundary flow may be more significant than early test results had indicated, and that a low mixture ratio boundary flow, a characteristic of the Mod IV injector, is necessary to ensure low ablation rates of Refrasil-phenolic and similar materials. Nevertheless, with all three injectors for which local heat flux data were obtained, erosion in ablative throats occurred primarily in the regions of highest local heat flux. Thus, uniformly low heat rejection to the thrust chamber wall is a prime requirement for minimizing ablation.

It is apparent that erosion of Refrasil-phenolic materials is a complex process involving chemical attack of the char, as well as thermal ablation of the Refrasil reinforcement. The boundary flow produced by injectors used with such materials must provide compatible composition (i.e., be fuel-rich) as well as a low heat rejection rate to the thrust chamber wall.
Fig. 8. Mod IV injector
Although the data presented in this report are not as complete as could be desired, and quantitative correlations cannot yet be drawn, the results demonstrate some of the ways in which injector design can influence local erosion rates. Both thermal and chemical erosion were significantly influenced by the character of the flow near the thrust-chamber wall. As shown by the tests of the four injectors, local erosion can be minimized, even in high-performance engines, by controlling the boundary flow through proper orientation of the injector spray field. Injector spray properties can be used to assist film cooling in protecting the chamber wall and, in some cases (such as in very-low-thrust engines where the number of propellant orifices is limited), a compatible boundary flow can only be achieved through proper orientation of the main flow injector elements.

Although the thermal and chemical environments at the wall were changed by altering the injector spray pattern, only the manner in which the chemical environment was changed could be predicted. Once the mixture-ratio distribution of the individual elements was determined, the spray pattern could be designed to provide a relatively uniform flow of compatible fluid near the wall, subject only to small element-to-element variations caused by misalignment, etc. However, the manner in which injector spray properties can be used to control the local heat-transfer rate is not as well understood. Although changes in the element orientation of these injectors affected the distribution of local heat flux, it was not possible to predict a priori the results of a change in spray properties. It was suggested in Ref. 3 that the local mass flow rate of propellant striking the wall controls the local heat-transfer rate and that conditions at points relatively far downstream in the flow (i.e., at the throat or beyond) are, to a large extent, determined by impingement upon the wall at upstream locations. Unfortunately, the nonreactive-spray data presented in this report cannot be manipulated to provide an indication of the local mass flux arriving at the chamber wall. Further research into the physical processes that govern local heat transfer in a liquid-propellant rocket engine is clearly indicated.

Although chemical and thermal erosion have been approached as separate phenomena to simplify interpretation of the test results, they are really quite closely related. For example, chemical erosion rates are determined, in part, by the temperature of the thrust-chamber wall, which is, in turn, determined by the local heat-transfer rate. Thus, erosion of pyrolytic graphite could be reduced, even in an oxidizing atmosphere, by reducing the heat transferred to the wall. In the case of Refrasil-phenolic ablative materials, where both melting ablation of the reinforcement and chemical erosion of the char can occur, minimum heat transfer and a non-oxidizing boundary flow are both required to minimize erosion and the attendant dimensional change. An additional environmental factor, the shear force, is also involved in determining the erosion rate of melting ablators such as Refrasil-phenolic, since the melt layer is continuously removed under the shearing action. No measurements of this shear environment were attempted, and the influence of variations in injector spray properties upon the local magnitude of such forces is not known.

Some of the problems inherent in injection devices having small liquid jets are apparent from the data obtained with the Mod I and Mod II injectors. Although these injectors were intended to produce identical spray properties, differences in ablative-throat erosion patterns and local heat-flux distributions were observed. As previously mentioned, these differences are attributed to small variations in spray properties resulting from slight mismatches of the jet centerlines at impingement. Some mismatching is inevitable, unless provision is made for adjusting the orifice alignment, but the effects of relatively small misalignments are exaggerated by the small size of the jets. The variations in local erosion which could be attributed to orifice misalignment were small relative to the changes effected when the boundary flow was substantially altered by reorientation of the boundary elements.

The thermocouple-plug technique for determining local heat flux, regarded here as an off-the-shelf method, provided valuable data with a minimum amount of effort. Uncooled hardware used during injector development tests can be readily instrumented with commercial thermocouple plugs to provide data on local heat-flux distribution prior to tests with ablative or radiation-cooled thrust chambers. The nonreactive-spray techniques entail somewhat more effort since a spray booth and collection device are required. As mentioned, the limitations on the use of nonreactive fluids to simulate highly reactive propellants are not yet clearly defined. With small jets, however, or with less reactive or nonhypergolic propellant systems, nonreactive-fluid techniques can provide
valuable supplemental information. The importance of proper control of jet hydraulic characteristics to ensure reproducible spray properties cannot be overemphasized. Adequate control is prerequisite to acquiring reproducible data with either thermocouple-plug or nonreactive-fluid techniques.

In summary, there are three conclusions that may be drawn. First, both thermal and chemical erosion rates of nozzle-throat materials are significantly influenced by the boundary flow produced by the injector. Local erosion can be minimized by proper control of this boundary flow, by orienting the spray fields produced by individual injector elements so that the least injurious portion of the spray is adjacent to the wall.

Second, local heat-transfer distributions, as determined by thermocouple-plug techniques, and local spray properties, as determined by nonreactive-fluid techniques, can provide valuable insight into the mechanisms responsible for injector-related erosion effects.

Third, a detailed understanding of injection-related thrust-chamber erosion is hampered by the relative lack of information on the physical processes that constitute spray combustion in the rocket engine.
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